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Critical race theorists have raised important concerns about alternative
dispute resolution in general and mediation specifically.' Many of the
critiques were written prior to the ascendency of court-connected 2
Copyright C 2011, Sharon Press.
. Sharon Press is the Director of the Dispute Resolution Institute and Associate
Professor of Law at Hamline University School of Law. The author expresses deep
appreciation to Chelsea Griffin for her research assistance; state ADR office directors Dan
Weitz (NY) and Doug Van Epps (Michigan) for their insights; professor Bobbi McAdoo for
her comments on an earlier draft; professor Floyd Weatherspoon for inviting her to
participate in The National Symposium for Minority Professionals in Alternative Dispute
Resolution: The Impact of the Growth and Use of ADR Processes on Minority
Communities, Individual Rights, and Neutrals sponsored by Capital University Law School;
and the Symposium presenters and participants for their thoughtful comments.
1 See, e.g., Richard Delgado et al., Fairness and Formality: Minimizing the Risk of
Prejudice in Alternative Dispute Resolution, 1985 Wis. L. REV. 1359 (1985) (discussing
that inherent power discrepancy between parties can create issues of fairness in forms of
alternate dispute resolution); Trina Grillo, The Mediation Alternative: Process Dangers for
Women, 100 YALE L.J. 1545, 1548-49 (1991) (raising concerns about the mediation process
in reestablishing negative gender roles and concluding that "mandatory mediation provides
neither a more just nor a more humane alternative to the adversarial system of adjudication
of custody"); Gary LaFree & Christine Rack, The Effects of Participants' Ethnicity and
Gender on Monetary Outcomes in Mediated and Adjudicated Civil Cases, 30 LAw & Soc'Y
REV. 767 (1996) (reporting on research that found gender and ethnicity affected the
monetary outcomes in mediations).
2 Jean R. Sternlight, Separate and Not Equal: Integrating Civil Procedure and ADR in
Legal Academia, 80 NoTRE DAME L. REv. 681, 691-92 (2005) ("While data on the precise
number of disputes sent to or resolved through facilitated ADR such as mediation or
arbitration has proved quite elusive, it is clear that many disputes are now being sent to
either private or court-connected ADR.").
When I use the term court-connected, I am including mediations of cases which are
already in the traditional court system, whether the case was ordered to mediation by the
judge or merely strongly encouraged. In addition, I include in this definition mediations
conducted by all mediators, whether paid privately by the parties, employed by the court as
staff mediators, or serving as volunteer mediators. Excluded from this conception are
community mediation center mediations where the parties voluntarily submit themselves to
(continued)
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mediation. Given the large number of cases now resolved through court-
connected mediation,3 the time is ripe to examine these critiques.
To set the context, Part II of this article begins with a brief history of
the court-connected mediation movement in the United States. In Part III,
the critiques of mediation, specifically focusing on those related to
minorities, are summarized. Part IV identifies some of the flaws in the
critiques as related to court-connected mediation. Part V includes actions
that court programs can undertake to address the issues raised by the
critiques and concludes with an assessment of court-connected mediation's
response to date.
II. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The modem day alternative dispute resolution (ADR) movement began
in the mid-1960s with the creation of the Community Relations Service
(CRS) of the U.S. Department of Justice under the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
mediation for cases which have not been filed in court. Although, mediations conducted by
community mediation centers of court cases, which are done as part of a contract with the
court, would be included.
My definition of mediation is that mediation is a confidential process where a neutral
third person (not involved in the dispute) assists the parties (people who are involved in the
dispute) in discussing their issues and concerns in order for the parties to make a decision
about how they will proceed (e.g., make an agreement to resolve at mediation or continue to
another forum). Embedded in this definition are three underlying assumptions or
foundational elements about mediation: (1) the process is confidential; (2) the mediator will
be neutral and impartial; and (3) the self-determination of the parties will be honored, such
that, ultimately, the parties will make the decisions. I believe this to be true even in the
context of court-ordered mediation, regardless of the amount in controversy or the presence
of attorneys in the mediation.
4 An interesting question is what is meant by minority populations. For purposes of this
article, I will use the term generically, as have the most important critics; however, I suspect
that there are differences between and among minority groups.
5 JAMES J. ALFINI ET AL., MEDIATION THEORY AND PRACTICE 8 (James J. Alfini et al.
eds., 2d ed. 2006). The Community Relations Service mission statement no longer uses the
term mediation. However, it states:
CRS facilitates the development of viable, mutual understandings and
agreements as alternatives to coercion, violence, or litigation.. . . CRS
does not take sides among disputing parties and, in promoting the
principles and ideals of non-discrimination, applies skills that allow
parties to come to their own agreement. In performing this mission,
CRS deploys highly skilled professional conciliators, who are able to
assist people of diverse backgrounds.
(continued)
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In 1971, the first court system sponsored dispute resolution program began
in the City Prosecutor's Office in Columbus, Ohio. Funded through a
grant from the U.S. Department of Justice Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, the program "utilized law students who served as
mediators to help resolve disputes involving minor criminal disputes."7
Additional programs followed in Kansas City, Missouri; Atlanta, Georgia;
Los Angeles, California;8 and Miami, Florida.9 The distinguishing feature
of these early programs was that they were located within the criminal
justice system.o While organized in many different ways, the programs
typically operated within the courts or in close association with the courts
and accepted cases referred by the police, courts, and prosecutors. 1
In addition to these experiments in mediation, a seminal event took
place in 1976. Formally known as the National Conference on the Causes
of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice, the Pound
Conference was a gathering of judges, legal scholars, and leaders of the
bar.12 Many point to this conference as the start of the modern day ADR
movement.' 3  The U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger
Community Relations Service, UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, http://www.justice.
gov/crs/ (last updated Dec. 2010). The Presidential Administrations of the 1960s were also
helpful in providing the public with a glimpse of the potential of ADR. JEROME T. BARRETT
& JOSEPH P. BARRErr, A HISTORY OF ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: THE STORY OF A
POLITICAL, CULTURAL, AND SOCIAL MOVEMENT 142-43 (2004). Arthur Goldberg, Secretary
of Labor under President Kennedy, was a strong advocate of mediation and arbitration. Id.
While serving as Secretary of Labor, Goldberg was asked to mediate labor disputes in the
public eye. Id. at 143. President Nixon later enacted an executive order furthering ADR in
the area of federal employee relations. Id. at 144-45. By 1968, ADR initiatives were being
sponsored by both private and public funds throughout the nation. Id. at 152.
6
KIMBERLEE K. KOVACH, MEDIATION: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE 21 (1994).
7id.
I ALFINI ET AL., supra note 5, at 10.
9 EARNESTINE RESHARD, FLORIDA MEDIATION & ARBITRATION PROGRAMS: A
COMPENDIUM 93 (19th ed. 2006), available at http://www.flcourts.org/genpublic/adr/bin
/2006%20Compendium.pdf.
10 See Richard Hofrichter, Neighborhood Justice and the Social Control Problems of
American Capitalism: A Perspective, in THE POLITICS OF INFORMAL JUSTICE: THE
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 207, 210 (Richard L. Abel ed., 1982).
" Id. at 210-11.
12 Addresses Delivered at the National Conference on the Causes of Popular
Dissatisfaction with the Administration of Justice, 70 F.R.D. 79 (1976).
13 See, e.g., Symposium, The Impact of Mediation 25 Years After the Pound
Conference, 17 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 3 (2002); KOVACH, supra note 6, at 21
(continued)
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delivered the keynote address at the conference in which he "encouraged
the increased exploration and use of informal dispute resolution
processes."' In addition, Professor Frank Sander of Harvard Law School
proposed that courts provide a variety of dispute resolution techniques to
citizens." Professor Sander's speech led to the creation of the "multi-door
courthouse" concept, which "would offer disputants different forms of
dispute resolution from which to choose."'
By the late 1980s, "experimentation with ADR in pending litigation
was on-going."" In 1985, the American Bar Association sponsored three
multi-door courthouses pursuant to Sander's Pound Conference proposal.'8
(crediting the Pound Conference with the birth of the current ADR movement); Deborah R.
Hensler, Suppose It's Not True: Challenging Mediation Ideology, 2002 J. DisP. RESOL. 81,
88 (2002) ("[T]he 1976 Pound Conference.. ushered in the new ADR era in the
courts...."); Andrea Kupfer Schneider, Building a Pedagogy of Problem-Solving:
Learning to Choose Among ADR Processes, 5 HARv. NEGOT. L. REV. 113, 115 (2000)
("The current concept of ADR in the United States emerged from the 1976 Pound
Conference focusing on the weaknesses of the adversarial system."); Jeffrey W. Stempel,
Reflections on Judicial ADR and the Multi-Door Courthouse at Twenty: Fait Accompli,
Failed Overture, or Fledgling Adulthood?, 11 OIo ST. J. ON Disp. RESOL. 297, 309 (1996)
("Many view the 1976 Pound Conference as the birth, or at least the kickoff, of the modem
Court Reform/Alternative Dispute Resolution movement.").
14 Reflections on Impact of Mediation 25 Years After the Pound Conference, PROGRAM
ON NEGOTIATION AT HARVARD LAW SCHOOL (Aug. 4, 2002), http://www.pon.harvard.edu/
news/reflections-on-impact-of-mediation-25-years-after-the-pound-conference/?cid=8.
Is Deborah R. Hensler, Our Courts, Ourselves: How the Alternative Dispute Resolution
Movement Is Re-Shaping Our Legal System, 108 PENN ST. L. REV. 165, 174-75 (2003)
(explaining that Sander was "in favor of courts that would provide a variety of dispute
resolution techniques to citizens"); Bobbi McAdoo & Nancy A. Welsh, Look Before You
Leap and Keep on Looking: Lessons from the Institutionalization of Court-Connected
Mediation, 5 NEV. L.J. 399, 402 (2005) ("[Sander] encouraged the exploration of alternative
ways of resolving disputes outside the courthouse, suggesting that there is a 'rich variety of
difference processes, which, I would submit, singly or in combination, may provide far
more "effective" conflict resolution."' (citation omitted)).
16 Hensler, supra note 15, at 175.
17 KOVACH, supra note 6, at 23. The 1980s saw "an explosion of new organizations"
promoting and supporting ADR. BARRETT & BARRETT, supra note 5, at 209. This
explosion "demonstrated that ADR was not simply an array of activities but a movement in
need of better organization and structuring." Id. Law schools also became involved in the
ADR movement in the 1980s. Id. at 214. "By 1986, a majority of law schools offered
courses or clinics on ADR." Id.
" Id. at 234.
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The courthouses were located in Washington, D.C.; Tulsa, Oklahoma; and
Houston, Texas.' 9 The programs successfully produced cheap and efficient
case resolutions, and the Washington D.C. program became a "permanent
adjunct to the court in 1989."20 In 1987, Florida and Texas became the
first two states to adopt "comprehensive" court-ordered mediation statutes
in the state courts.2 1 In both states, the legislature authorized trial judges to
order cases to mediation. By the end of the 1980s, court-connected
22mediation programs were appearing in federal courts.
The 1990s saw courts increasingly turn to mediation to resolve all
kinds of civil lawsuits.23 In 1990, Congress enacted the Civil Justice
Reform Act (CJRA), which "required all federal district courts to develop
plans implementing procedures for ADR to combat cost and delay in civil
litigation."2 4 The plans that resulted from the CJRA significantly expanded
court-connected ADR.25  The increase in use of mediation and ADR
procedures may have also resulted in part from the generally positive
feedback from non-binding arbitration programs in the courts26 and from
the success of the early experiments with mediation in community and
family disputes.27 Court mediation was also promoted to disputing parties
"as a means of reducing time and costs to resolve civil disputes." 2 8 "By the
mid-1990s, more than half of state courts, and virtually all of the federal
19 Id.
20 Id. The program was divided into the following sections: "Small Claims Mediation
Program; Family Mediation Program; Civil Dispute Resolution Program; Community
Family Information and Referral Center; probate, tax and complex civil cases; and Child
Protection Mediation Pilot Program (which was added in 1998 to deal with child abuse and
neglect cases)." Id. at 234-35. The program was staffed by volunteer mediators and one
full-time staff mediator. Id. at 235.
21 FLA. STAT. § 44.301 (1987); TEX. CIv. PRAc. & REM. CODE ANN. § 154.021 (West
1987).
22 BARRETT & BARRETT, supra note 5, at 235.
23 Hensler, supra note 15, at 185.
24 BARRETT & BARRETT, supra note 5, at 248. "The district courts were authorized to
refer cases to mediation, mini-trials, and summary jury trials. The courts were also
encouraged to develop neutral-evaluation programs." Id.
25 id.
26 See id.
27 See Sharon Press, Institutionalization of Mediation in Florida: At the Crossroads,
108 PENN ST. L. REv. 43, 48-49 (2003) [hereinafter Press, At the Crossroads].
28 Hensler, supra note 15, at 185.
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district courts, had adopted mediation programs for large categories of civil
SiS,,29suits."2
Although some supported mediation based on efficiency goals of being
less costly-both to the court system and to the individual parties-and a
quicker way to a final resolution,o others looked to mediation as a means
to enhance self-determination and mutual problem solving by the parties in
a dispute to a much greater degree than litigation. Ideally, mediation
provides a more humane process where parties are able to maintain their
dignity by promoting autonomy in decision-making and are more likely to
be heard.32 Decisions achieved in mediation are informed by context rather
than abstract principles.3 3 These decisions create a result which reflects the
individual values and aspirations of each party (creative solutions which
are not necessarily win-lose), protects the continuing relationship between
29 Id. For a more complete review of the history of Florida's court-connected mediation
program, see Press, At the Crossroads, supra note 27.
30 See Roselle L. Wissler, Court-Connected Mediation in General Civil Cases: What
We Know from Empirical Research, 17 OHIO ST. J. ON DIsP. RESOL. 641, 668-73 (2002).
Roselle Wissler's research revealed:
About half of the surveyed attorneys thought mediation reduced
their client's costs (48%) as well as their and their clients' time
involvement (51%). Attorneys' estimates of how much mediation
decreased their clients' costs ranged from $125 to $80,000 (averaging
around $6000), whereas estimates of how much mediation increased
costs ranged from $200 to $10,000 (averaging around $1000).
Id.; see also John P. McCrory, Mandated Mediation of Civil Cases in State Courts: A
Litigant's Perspective on Program Model Choices, 14 OHIo ST. J. ON Disp. RESOL. 813, 827
(1999) ("The cost of mediation services is likely to be only a fraction of the total costs to
litigants participating in mandated mediation.").
31 See Robert A. Baruch Bush & Sally Ganong Pope, Changing the Quality of Conflict
Interaction: The Principles and Practice of Transformative Mediation, 3 PEPP. DIsP. RESOL.
L.J. 67, 84-85 (2002) (describing how transformative mediation can empower parties in
conflict). See generally ROBERT A. BARUCH BUSH & JOSEPH P. FOLGER, THE PROMISE OF
MEDIATION: THE TRANSFORMATIVE APPROACH TO CONFLICT 7-41 (2005). The promise of
mediation is also reflected in the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators. See MODEL
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS § 1 (2005).
32 See Chris Guthrie & James Levin, A "Party Satisfaction" Perspective on a
Comprehensive Mediation Statute, 13 OHIO ST. J. ON Disp. RESOL. 885, 889-94 (1998)
(detailing the procedural qualities mediation offers that lead to high party satisfaction with
the mediation process).
3 See BUSH & FOLGER, supra note 31, at 12.
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the parties, and results in individual and possibly community
empowerment. 34
In addition, because a mediated decision is not appealable, the effect
of mediation in the trial courts is felt throughout the system. Specifically,
cases resolved in mediation exit the justice system at the trial court level
rather than continuing on through various appellate procedures. This is
another way that trial court mediation satisfies efficiency goals of the court
system. Despite its many positive attributes, mediation is not without
critics.
III. THE MINORITY CRITIQUE OF MEDIATION
Minority 6 critiques of mediation have focused primarily on the
experiences of racial and ethnic minorities. 7 In addition, a number of
articles have examined the experience of women in mediation.3 8 These
articles are described briefly to the extent that they provide additional
insight.
When examining the early critiques, it is important to note that many
of them were critiques of ADR in general, and mediation was just one of
the ADR techniques encompassed within the umbrella.39 Further, at the
time these critiques were written, court-ordered mediation had not yet
34 See id. at 11-13.
3s See id. at 8.
36 Minority is defined in Merriam Webster as "a part of a population differing from
others in some characteristics and often subjected to differential treatment." Minority
Definition, MERRIAM-WEBSTER ONLINE DICTIONARY, http://www.merriamwebster.com/
dictionary/minority (last visited Mar. 16, 2011).
3 See, e.g., Delgado et al., supra note 1, at 1361; MICHELLE HERMANN ET AL., THE
METROCOURT PROJECT FINAL REPORT (1993) [hereinafter HERMANN ET AL., METROCOURT
PROJECT]; Michele Hermann et al., An Empirical Study of the Effects of Race and Gender
on Small Claims Adjudication and Mediation, in MEDIATION THEORY AND PRACTICE 327,
328-30 (Alfini et al. eds., 2001) [hereinafter Hermann et al., An Empirical Study];
Hofrichter, supra note 10, at 210-11.
38 See, e.g., Penelope E. Bryan, Killing Us Softly: Divorce Mediation and the Politics of
Power, 40 BUFF. L. REv. 441, 444 (1992); Grillo, supra note 1 (discussing the negative
implications for women participating in a mediation); Hermann et al., An Empirical Study,
supra note 37, at 329-31.
3 Delgado et. al., supra note 1, at 1363 ("'Alternative Dispute Resolution' encompasses
many mechanisms. Among the principal ones are arbitration, mediation, small claims
courts, community justice centers, media complaint boards, and internal institutional
grievance mechanisms.").
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begun to any large degree.4 0 Thus, the commentary discussed mediation
processes conducted primarily in community mediation centers and as
diversions from court prior to filing.41 Finally, other than the Metrocourt
Project, the critiques were not written based on empirical research
conducted on ADR proceedings.4 2 These points are examined further in
Part IV of this article.43 First, however, the substance of the critiques are
summarized.
A. Informality of the Process
Many of the critiques identify informality of the process-which
mediation advocates tout as a virtue-as one of the most significant bases
of concern. According to the critics, mediation disadvantages weaker
parties by increasing the risk of prejudice caused by this informality." In a
seminal article on this topic, Richard Delgado and colleagues identify
safeguards present in formal adjudication processes, which reduce the
expression of prejudice. 45  These include the existence of rules of
procedure, which "must be applied even-handedly,"AS and the Code of
Judicial Conduct, which requires judges to disqualify themselves from
cases where their impartiality is in question. They argue that based on
social-psychological theories of prejudice, "prejudiced persons are least
likely to act on their beliefs if the immediate environment confronts them
with the discrepancy between their processed ideals and their personal
hostilities against out-groups."" The traditional adjudication process, with
its formal trappings (e.g., the flag, the judicial robes, etc.) and structured
interactions, remind parties to act on their "higher 'public' values, rather
40 See id. at 1332-34.
41 See id. at 1364 (describing community justice centers and their use of mediation).
42 Id. at 1367-68.
43 See discussion infra Part IV.
4 Delgado et al., supra note 1, at 1402. "ADR is most apt to incorporate prejudice
when a person of low status and power confronts a person or institution of high status and
power [in an informal setting] . ... The dangers increase when the mediator or other third
party is a member of the superior group or class .... ADR also poses heightened risks of
prejudice when the issue to be adjudicated touches a sensitive or intimate area of life." Id
at 1402-03.
45 Id. at 1404.
46 Id. at 1368.
47 id.
48 Id. at 1387.
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than the lesser values commonly embraced during moments of
informality.'A9
The critical race theorists also point to various responses by victims of
discrimination: "avoidance, aggression, and acceptance."50 They contend
that "minority group members are more apt to participate in processes
which they believe will respond to reasonable efforts . .. [and] less likely
to participate in proceedings where the results are random and
unpredictable." 5' They conclude that the formal adjudication process is
seen as the "fairer forum" as opposed to the informal ADR setting, which
allows majority group members the greatest leeway to exhibit prejudicial
behavior.52
An additional concern with the informality of mediation is that it is
more intrusive. Abel described this as state control being extended in two
ways. New types of disputes are brought within the realm of state control
because "[i]nstitutions that appear noncoercive circumvent formal rights
and undermine resistance"53 and "informal forums attract disputes that
would not otherwise have been handled by the state."54 Hofrichter takes
this critique a step further by suggesting that it is not only the types of
disputes that are extended, but it is also the issues discussed within those
disputes.
Within the mediation session, many programs encourage
disputants to 'tell their stories,' ventilate their feelings, and
otherwise reveal details about their personal lives. The
purpose is not to punish or reprimand but rather to
understand the roots of the conflict. But this sort of
therapeutic openness magnifies the extent to which the
state penetrates the lives of disputants: Their deepest
emotions and most personal problems become part of the
process of conflict resolution.
49 Id at 1388.
o Id. at 1390.
51 Id. at 1390-91.
52 Id. at 1391.
5 Id at 1396 (citing RICHARD L. ABEL, THE POLITICS OF INFORMAL JUSTICE 271-73
(1982)).
54 Id. (citing ABEL, supra note 53, at 273-74).
5 Hofrichter, supra note 10, at 239.
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By its very nature, mediation expands the issues that are discussed beyond
purely legal matters and encourages parties to share their emotional
reactions to the dispute all within an informal process.s 6
B. Minority Performance in Mediation
A second strand of critique relates to the ability of minorities to
perform effectively during mediation. "Gender and cultural
theories ... suggest that individuals socialized into collectivist and female
social patterns would be more likely to have enhanced concern for the
other party and would concede more readily."5 Based on her assessment
of gender differences in divorce mediation, Penelope Bryan concluded that
"high status people have authority, command automatic deference, and
exert subtle and covert control over lower status people."58  She also
identifies self-esteem as an indicator of success in mediation: "[P]eople
with high self-esteem negotiate better outcomes than people with low self-
esteem, and high self-esteem leaves one less vulnerable to persuasion.""
By conceding more readily, individuals of lower status and those who
have a collectivist orientation would "do less well" in mediation, thereby,
calling into question the fairness of the process. Although not necessarily
applicable to all minorities, some, such as those from Latin America,
would fit the "collectivist" orientation, and therefore, be more susceptible
60to this concern.
From 1990 to 1991, Michelle Hermann, Gary LaFree, Christine Rack,
and Mary Beth West set out to test the hypotheses: (1) that minority and
56 See Delgado et al., supra note 1, at 1397.
57 Christine Rack, Negotiated Justice: Gender & Ethnic Minority Bargaining Patterns
in the Metrocourt Study, 20 HAMLINE J. PUB. L. & POL'Y 211, 222 (1999),
58 Bryan, supra note 38, at 458. For the link between racial minorities and status, see
Richard Delgado, Words that Wound: A Tort Action for Racial Insults, Epithets, and Name-
Calling, 17 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REv. 133, 135-36 (1982).
5 Bryan, supra note 38, at 471-72 (citations omitted).
60 Geert Hofstede defines culture as "collective mental programming: it is that part of
our conditioning that we share with other members of our nation, region, or group but not
with members of other nations, regions, or groups." Geert Hofstede, The Cultural
Relativity of Organizational Practices and Theories, 14 J. INT'L Bus. STUD. 75, 76 (1983).
Hofstede identifies an "Individualism versus Collectivism" dimension of national cultures.
Id. at 79. The dimension consists of a continuum where, on one end, ties between
individuals in a society are very loose (individualism) and, on the other end, ties between
individuals in a society are very tight (collectivism). Id. Over half of the countries ranking
very high on the societal collectivism scale were from Latin America. Id. at 80.
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female disputants achieve poorer outcomes than nonminority and male
disputants whether their cases are mediated or adjudicated (disparity
hypothesis); (2) that the effects of ethnicity and gender will be greater in
mediated than in adjudicated cases; and (3) that the ethnicity and gender of
the mediators and disputants interacted to affect outcomes.6' The study
was conducted in Bernalillo County with data from the Metropolitan
Court6 2 in Albuquerque, New Mexico.63  In terms of the disparity
hypothesis in adjudicated cases, "minority men and Anglo women received
significantly lower [mean monetary outcome ratios (MORs)] than Anglo
men, and in the mediated cases, minority women and men received
significantly lower MORs than Anglo men." 64  In mediated cases,
however, there was no significant difference "between Anglo male
respondents and any of the other three ethnicity-gender combinations."
Thus, for the respondents, the data did not support the disparity
hypothesis.6 6
The "strongest evidence of ethnic and gender disparity [was] in the
treatment of minority claimants in mediation."67 Even when "case-specific
and repeat player variables" were accounted for, minority male and female
claimants received significantly lower MORs. 5 Interestingly, this
disparity was only present when at least one Anglo mediator mediated the
61 LaFree & Rack, supra note 1, at 768.
62 Id. at 770. The Metropolitan Court is a state court of limited jurisdiction with
authority to hear minor criminal and traffic cases and civil cases involving amounts in
controversy of $10,000 or less. History of the Courthouse, BERNALILLO COUNTY
METROPOLITAN COURT, http://www.metrocourt.state.nm.us/xnet/main.jsp?folder-about&
file=history (last visited Mar. 19, 2011).
63 LaFree & Rack, supra note 1, at 770. The minority disputants in this study were
mostly Hispanic. Id. at 773. The authors note that the different racial and ethnic groups
may have different outcomes in mediation. Id. at 793. In fact, they raise the possibility that
"Cuban Americans in Miami or Puerto Rican Americans in New York might achieve
different results in mediation." Id.
6 Id at 776-77. The authors note that even though there was support for the
conclusion that Anglo males will fare better than other ethnic-gender groups, there was "no
significant difference between Anglo male claimants and minority female claimants or
between Anglo male respondents and minority male or Anglo female respondents" in
adjudicated cases. Id. at 777.
65 id.
6 Id. at 778.
" Id. at 789.
68 id
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case.69 The authors note three reasons for this disparity. First, there was
"evidence that both Anglo and minority respondents were more willing to
legitimate the monetary claims of Anglo than of minority claimants."70
"Second, Anglo mediators were more likely to assume that monetary
claims brought by Anglos were nonnegotiable while claims by minorities
were more open to nonmonetary resolutions or negotiations that minimized
monetary outcomes."n Finally, and perhaps most importantly, as
compared with Anglo claimants, minority claimants had broader goals for
their mediations, looking to achieve more than a simple monetary award.7 2
Even though the authors suggest that the disparity created by the
mediator is an area of "greatest concern," armed with this information,
changes can be made. Part V suggests some ways court-connected
programs can address this issue.74 Before commenting on ways to address
the issue, one must delve a bit deeper into the impact of the mediator on
the process.
C. Effect of the Mediator on Minorities in Mediation
The focus of a third strand of critique is the mediator's impact on the
mediation. The requirement that the mediator be impartial (and neutral)75
69 Id. The program used a co-mediation model so there were always two mediators
present. Id. at 771.
70 Id. The data showed that "initial admitted liability was lower in minority than in
Anglo claimant cases" and that "during mediation, respondents-especially Anglo
respondents-made fewer concessions to minority than to Anglo claimants." Id.
71 Id.; see also Sara Cobb & Janet Rifkin, Practice and Paradox: Deconstructing
Neutrality in Mediation, 16 LAW & Soc. INQUIRY 35 (1991). Cobb and Rifkin posit that
during mediation "some narratives become dominant while others are marginalized." Id. at
60. Mediators contribute to this process by "asking questions and making summaries that
contribute to the oppression (suppression) of one story, shaping the grounds on which
agreement and disagreement can take place." Id.
72 LaFree & Rack, supra note 1, at 790. Minority claimants settled twice as often for
nonmonetary outcomes as did Anglos and were more satisfied with cases that included
substantial nonmonetary outcomes than Anglos were. Id.
7 1 Id. at 789.
74 See discussion infra Part V.
7s For an interesting discussion of the use of the terms impartiality and neutrality as it
relates to mediators, see In Re Amendments to the Florida Rules for Certified and Court-
Appointed Mediators, 762 So. 2d 441, 442 (Fla. 2000). The Florida Supreme Court
concluded that the term "impartial," as used in the procedural and ethical rules for
mediators, "encompasses the concept of 'neutrality."' Id.; see also Cobb & Rifkin, supra
note 71, at 35 ("'Neutrality' is a concept central to the theory and practice of mediation.").
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is widely accepted as an important ethical standard for mediators.
Typically the standard requires the mediator to conduct the process "in an
impartial manner and [to] avoid conduct that gives the appearance of
partiality,"n to "decline a mediation if the mediator cannot conduct it in an
impartial manner,"78 and to withdraw from a mediation if the "mediator is
unable to conduct a mediation in an impartial manner."79 The standards
often include some version of the following definition of impartiality:
"Impartiality means freedom from favoritism, bias, or prejudice."80
The problem is that impartiality and neutrality may be unattainable.
As Richard Hofrichter points out:
Mediators bring with them social class, ethnic heritage,
and professional and political ideologies. Informal justice
does not dispense with norms; they are only articulated
less clearly. The unstated assumptions of a professionally
trained cadre of middle-class mediators about what
constitutes a reasonable claim, the proper use of force, or
the content of justice may have a significant bearing on the
outcome, particularly when disputants are predominantly
poor, inner-city residents.8
And even if attainable, some scholars have argued that neutrality of the
mediator perpetuates "patterns of disparate treatment, experience, and
outcomes" and "act[s] as a conduit for legitimizing power structures" that
favor the dominant population. 82  Even if one could design a perfect
mediation process, which was able to overcome all of the structural issues
and potentials for mediator bias, the final strand of critiques calls into
question the use of mediation from a process standpoint.
76 See, e.g., MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS § II (2005); FLA. R.
CERTIFIED & CT. APP'TED MEDIATORS § 10.330; MINN. GEN. R. PRAC. 114 app. § I; MODEL
STANDARDS OF PRACTICE FOR FAM. & DIVORCE MEDIATION § IV (2001).
n MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS § II(B).
71 Id. § II(A).
79 Id. § H(C).
s0 Id. § II(A).
8 Hofrichter, supra note 10, at 242.
82 Leah Wing, Mediation and Inequality Reconsidered: Bringing the Discussion to the
Table, 26 CONFLICT RESOL. Q. 383, 388 (2009); see also Isabelle R. Gunning, Know
Justice, Know Peace: Further Reflections on Justice, Equality and Impartiality in
Settlement Oriented and Transformative Mediations, 5 CARDOZO J. CONFLICT RESOL. 87, 93
(2004).
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D. Private Versus Public Values
Mediation encourages individuals to address disputes from their own
perspective and to resolve issues based on the criteria that make sense to
the individual. While this sounds good in the abstract, when applied to
minorities there are problems.84 The final set of criticism, best articulated
by Owen Fiss and Richard Hofrichter, is that informal dispute resolution
serves private interests at the expense of public ones, and even more
problematically, "justice may not be done."85  Mediation "ignores the
social basis of conflict by handling problems on a case-by-case basis
without generating a public record."86  Further, by focusing on the
relationship between the individual parties in the dispute, the content of the
conflict is removed from "collective interests" and similar cases.8 1 In the
end, "[c]onsumers may 'win' cases as individuals ... but they lose as
members of a wider social class interested in preventing a recurrence of the
incident or effecting a change of policy."8
Fiss posits that the role of adjudication is "not to maximize the ends of
private parties, not simply to secure the peace, but to explicate and give
force to the values embodied in authoritative texts such as the Constitution
and statutes."" When parties settle, the public is cheated of this ability.
One need only look to cases like Brown v. Board of Education,9 0 "in
which ... judicial power [was] used to eradicate the caste structure," 91 to
appreciate the value of traditional adjudication. 92 Without the benefit of
See Julia Ann Gold, ADR Through a Cultural Lens: How Cultural Values Shape Our
Disputing Processes, 2005 J. DISP. RESOL. 289, 313 ("Mediators encourage disputants to
refer to their own norms and standards for guidance in decision-making.").
8 See discussion supra Part III.C.
85 See Owen Fiss, Against Settlement, 93 YALE L.J. 1073, 1075 (1984).
86 Hofrichter, supra note 10, at 240. Commenting on consumer complaints, Nader
observed that "little injustices" largely fall under the radar of the general public unless they
are reconceptualized as "collective harms." See Laura Nader, Disputing Without the Force
ofLaw, 88 YALE L.J. 998, 1021 (1979).
87 Hofrichter, supra note 10, at 240.
88 Id.
89 Fiss, supra note 85, at 1085.
9o 347 U.S. 483 (1954); 349 U.S. 294 (1955).
91 Fiss, supra note 85, at 1089.
9 See id. at 1089-90. Although, in mediation, parties are free to make decisions based
on their own values, it is not difficult to imagine the mediator "reality testing" with the
plaintiffs in Brown v. Board of Education by asking what they expected would happen in
(continued)
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precedence, settlement does not have the ability to impact future disputes.93
Because parties can make decisions based on their own norms, settlement
does not give force to stated public values.94 While it is also true that not
all cases impact the public in the same way, Fiss rejects the creation of a
"two track" strategy.95 He argues that it is not possible to create a system
to correctly identify placement on the tracks because "[t]he problems of
settlement are not tied to the subject matter of the suit, but instead stem
from factors that are harder to identify, such as the wealth of the parties,
the likely post-judgment history of the suit, or the need for an authoritative
interpretation of law." 96
Fiss questions the justness of settlement by examining disparity of
power based on relative wealth.9 7 He suggests that the poorer parties are
disadvantaged in three ways:98 (1) the poorer parties will be less able to
accurately predict the outcome of litigation because they will not have the
resources to gather the necessary information to appropriately analyze the
situation;99 (2) the poorer parties may be tempted to settle for less than
what they might be entitled to in order to receive accelerated
payment;100 and (3) the poorer parties may not be able to finance the costs
of litigation.'o' While class does not necessarily correlate with race or
court and reminding them or having their lawyers remind them of the current state of the
law.
9 See Geoffrey P. Miller, Preliminary Judgments, 2010 U. ILL. L. REv. 165, 184 ("A
principal concern ... is that settlements do not generate judicial opinions that can serve to
guide future conduct.").
94 See Nader, supra note 86, at 1021.
95 See Fiss, supra note 85, at 1087-89. As defined by Fiss, a "two tracks" strategy is
one that creates one track for settlement and one track forjudgment. Id. at 1087.
96 Id. at 1088.
1 Id. at 1076.
98 Id.; see also Bryan, supra note 38, at 449. Bryan asserts that income disparity
between negotiating spouses affects their negotiating strength. Id. Specifically, the spouse
with the greater income "more easily can hire experts to advise him on how to negotiate or
how to structure an agreement to maximize his, and minimize the other party's, interests.
Moreover, due to greater self-sufficiency, he more credibly can threaten to terminate or
extend the length of negotiations if the other party fails to meet his demands." Id
9 Fiss, supra note 85, at 1076.
100 Id.
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ethnicity, the issues raised by Fiss are important to consider when
examining the disparate impact of settlement on minorities.102
IV. THEORETICAL RESPONSE TO THE CRITIQUE
Many of the early critiques group together all of the ADR processes,
"including negotiation, mediation, arbitration, neighborhood justice
centers, and consumer complaint panels."l03 This is not surprising because
when Delgado, Hofrichter, and Fiss wrote their critiques, court-connected
mediation was in its infancy.'0 The primary use of mediation was of the
"neighborhood justice center" variety. 05 This part examines the critiques
against court-connected mediation as it has developed.106
A. Informality
Delgado's critique included the following comparison of the types of
protections available in traditional processes not found in ADR processes:
[M]odern rules of procedure and evidence contain
numerous provisions that are intended to reduce prejudice
in the trial system by defining the scope of the action,
formalizing the presentation of evidence, and reducing
strategic options for litigants and counsel. ADR, to date,
has very few such safeguards; indeed, the absence of
formal rules of procedure and evidence is often touted as
an advantage-it enables ADR to be speedy, inexpensive,
and flexible. ADR decisionmakers or other third parties
are rarely professional, and there is rarely a
102 See Genevieve Campbell, Is Classism the New Racism? Avoiding Strict Scrutiny's
Fatal in Fact Consequences by Diversifying Student Bodies on the Basis of Socioeconomic
Status, 34 N. Ky. L. REV. 679, 679-80 (2007) (acknowledging the correlation between
poverty and race in America). See generally DAVID RUSK, CITIES WITHOUT SUBURBS
(1993) (arguing that low social class and racial minority status often are correlated).
103 Delgado et al., supra note 1, at 1360.
1" See discussion supra Part II. The Delgado, Hofrichter, and Fiss articles were written
in 1985, 1978, and 1985 respectively.
1os See Hofrichter, supra note 10, at 210-11.
106 Throughout this section, most references will be to Florida as a prototype for court-
connected mediation. While not unique, the Florida state court program was one of the
earliest and most comprehensive programs in terms of developing an infrastructure to
regulate the process and the profession. See Sharon Press, Institutionalization: Savior or
Saboteur ofMediation, 24 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 903, 907 (1997) [hereinafter Press, Savior or
Saboteur ofMediation].
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decisionmaking body similar to a jury. Rules of evidence
are absent or open-ended; the inquiry is wide-ranging,
probing, "therapeutic." The proceedings are often
conducted out of the view of the public, in an intimate
setting, and with little, if any, provision for review.10 7
While court-connected mediation retains some aspects of the
informality of community mediation, many of the issues raised by Delgado
and others have been addressed.10 8 For example, because court-connected
mediation takes place after a case has been filed, the scope of the action
has been defined in the same way as a court case. While parties generally
are free to broaden the scope, they are not obligated to do so, and often,
will use the pleadings to frame the discussion. 109 Even though formal rules
of evidence do not apply to court-connected mediation, there generally are
court rules of procedure for mediation."o For example, since 1989, the
state courts in Florida have had court procedural rules in place, which
cover such issues as motions to defer"' or dispense with mediation,1 12
107 Delgado et al., supra note 1, at 1374.
1os See, e.g., Nancy A. Welsh, Making Deals in Court-Connected Mediation: What's
Justice Got to Do With It?, 79 WASH. U. L. Q. 787, 788-89 (2001) [hereinafter Welsh,
Making Deals]. In fact, I have argued that court-connected mediation has become too
formal and has lost the essential essence of informality that is the hallmark of mediation.
See Press, Savior or Saboteur of Mediation, supra note 106, at 908-16 (expressing concern
about the effect of formalized rules on the flexibility of the mediation process); see also
Nancy A. Welsh, The Thinning Vision of Self-Determination in Court-Connected
Mediation: The Inevitable Price of Institutionalization?, 6 HARv. NEGOT. L. REv. 1, 4
(2001) (describing how court-connected mediation has increasingly yielded to evaluative
court culture); Nancy A. Welsh, The Place of Court-Connected Mediation in a Democratic
Justice System, 5 CARDOZO J. CONFLICT RESOL. 117, 138-39 (2004) ("[C]ourt-connected
mediation has evolved from a process that focused on enhancing individual citizens' voice,
control and assurance of accountability into a mechanism that resolves cases by reconciling
these citizens to the institutional reality . .. of the courts and litigation.").
109 See Leonard L. Riskin & Nancy A. Welsh, Is That All There Is?: "The Problem" in
Court-Oriented Mediation, 15 GEO. MASON L. REv. 863, 874 (2007) (stating the belief that
most court-connected civil mediations employ narrow problem definitions); Welsh, Making
Deals, supra note 108, at 813-16 (describing the lack of creativity in court-connected
mediation settlements).
110 See Sharon Press, Building and Maintaining a Statewide Mediation Program: A
View from the Field, 81 Ky. L.J. 1029, 1032 (1993) (explaining that courts have broad
discretion to make procedural rules concerning mediation).
'"FLA. R. Civ. P. 1.700(c).
l 
2 Id. at 1.700(b).
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disqualification of a mediator,'13 a time-line for the completion of
mediation, exclusions from mediation and discovery,'l4 interim or
emergency relief,"' appearance requirements,"'6 the role of counsel'"7
(who generally participates in court-connected mediations' 18), appointment
and compensation of the mediator,"'9 and completion of mediation.12 0
Mediations often take place in the courthouse or in lawyers' offices, which
lend an air of formality and seriousness to the process diminishing the
potential for prejudice.12 1
Individuals who have met some minimal level of qualifications
generally conduct court-connected mediations.12 2  These qualifications
often include required training along with some mix of experiential
background or "mentorship."l 2 3 Although mediators from a wide-range of
backgrounds often conduct small claims mediations, lawyers usually
mediate large case mediations, and a mix of lawyers and mental health
professionals mediate family cases.124 Regardless of whether mediators
have other "professional" backgrounds, some have argued that mediation
"' Id. at 1.700(d).
114 Id. at 1.710.
"s Id. at 1.720(a).
11 Id. at 1.720(b).
"' Id. at 1.720(d), (e).
118 See Craig A. McEwen & Roselle L. Wissler, Finding Out if It Is True: Comparing
Mediation and Negotiation Through Research, 2002 J. DIsP. RESOL. 131, 133 (2002)
("[A]ttomeys generally participate in. . . mediation sessions with clients."); Welsh, Making
Deals, supra note 108, at 801-05 (describing the reduced role of disputants in court-
connected mediation).
" FLA. R. Civ. P. 1.720(f), (g).
120 Id. at 1.730.
121 See ALFINI ET AL., supra note 5, at 111.
122 See, e.g., FLA. R. CERTIFIED & CT. APP'TED MEDIATORS 10.100-10.110; MICH. CT.
R. § 2.411(F); MINN. GEN. R. PRAC. I14.13(a); N.Y. CT. R. § 146.4.
123 See, e.g., FLA. R. CERTIFIED & CT. APP'TED MEDIATORS 10.100-10.110; MICH. CT.
R. § 2.411(F); MINN. GEN. R. PRAc. 114.13(a); N.Y. CT. R. § 146.4.
124 See, e.g., ABA Family Legal Guide, FINDLAW, http://public.findlaw.com/abaflg/flg-
3-41-3.html (last visited Mar. 21, 2011). In fact, the pendulum may have swung too far in
the other direction. The more "professional" the mediator ranks have become, the less
diverse they are. See HERMANN ET AL., METROCOURT PROJECT, supra note 37. As was
noted in the Metrocourt study, there is a correlation between the racial/ethnic background of
the mediator and the success of minority parties in mediation. See id.
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itself should be designated as a profession.125 In addition, the adoption by
the American Bar Association, the American Arbitration Association, and
the Association for Conflict Resolution of Model Standards of Conduct for
Mediators signifies a consistency of professional expectation.126
Finally, unlike Delgado's concern that there is little review, 127 the
outcomes of court-connected mediations may be reviewed. 12 8  Signed
mediation agreements are explicitly exempt from confidentiality. 129 The
amount of litigation arising from mediations continues to increase.130  In
addition, the court must review mediation agreements in some types of
cases, especially those that impact children, prior to becoming
enforceable. 13 1 Ironically, the very aspects of court-connected mediation
(increased institutionalization and diminished flexibility1 32), which have
caused the greatest concern from mediation purists,133 address many of the
minority critiques.
125 See Juliana Birkoff et al., Points of View: Is Mediation Really a Profession?, 8 DisP.
RESOL. MAG. 10 (2001); Geetha Ravindra, Is Mediation a Profession?, 15 Disp. RESOL.
MAG. 6 (2009).
126 See MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS (2005).
127 Delgado et al., supra note 1, at 1374.
128 See, e.g., James R. Coben & Peter N. Thompson, Disputing Irony: A Systematic
Look at Litigation About Mediation, 11 HARV. NEGOT. L. REV. 43, 47-48 (2006).
129 UNIF. MEDIATION ACT § 6(a)(1) (2001). At the time of writing, the UMA had been
adopted by ten states and the District of Columbia. Legislative Fact Sheet - Mediation Act,
UNIFORM LAW COMMISSIONERS, http://www.nccusl.org/LegislativeFactSheet.aspx?title=
Mediation%20Act (last visited Mar. 21, 2011). Adoption of the Act has been introduced in
the 2011 legislative session in Massachusetts and New York. Id.
130 See Coben & Thompson, supra note 128, at 47-48 (finding that "mediation
litigation increased ninety-five percent" between 1999 and 2003).
131 See FLA. R. Juv. P. 8.290(o), (p). This rule requires that agreements from child
dependency (abuse and neglect) mediations be submitted to the court which is followed by
a court hearing at which time the judge can enter an order accepting or rejecting the
agreement "consistent with the best interest of the child." FLA. R. Juv. P. 8.290 (p). The
court may also modify the terms of the agreement with the consent of the parties. Id.
132 See generally Carrie Menkel-Meadow, For and Against Settlement: Uses and
Abuses of the Mandatory Settlement Conference, 33 UCLA L. REv. 485 (1985); Carrie
Menkel-Meadow, Pursuing Settlement in an Adversary Culture: A Tale of Innovation Co-
Copted or "The Law of ADR," 19 FLA. ST. L. REV. 1 (1991); Press, At the Crossroads,
supra note 27, at 43-44; Press, Savior or Saboteur of Mediation, supra note 106, at 904.
'3 See E. Patrick McDermott & Ruth Obar, "What's Going On" in Mediation:
Empirical Analysis of the Influence of a Mediator's Style on Party Satisfaction and
Monetary Benefit, 9 HAR. NEGOT. L. REV. 75, 77 (2004).
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B. Public Versus Private Interests
Fiss makes a compelling argument in support of public adjudication;
however, it ignores the reality that a small percentage of cases are resolved
through the public forum of a trial.134 In state courts, the percentage of
filed cases that proceed to trial is in the single digits.'35  Even if court-
connected mediation was not present, few cases would be tried or even
could be tried due to the current overload of cases in the courts.'36 Thus, a
more damning response to the Fiss critique is that it could be read to be a
critique of the traditional court system more than a critique of settlement.
The fact that an individual of limited means would be unable to gather
the resources necessary to analyze the situation or be enticed to settle for a
lesser amount, because of an inability to finance the traditional process or
an inability to wait for the wheels of justice to yield a conclusion, speaks
more to the inequity of the traditional judicial system than to the problems
of informal settlements. Framed another way, if informal dispute
resolution options vanished, what would people of limited means do?
Unable to afford the traditional legal system, they likely would be forced to
do nothing. This hardly seems an acceptable alternative.
134 See Patricia Lee Refo, The Vanishing Trial, 30 J. SECTION LITIG. 2 (2004), available
at http://www.abanet.org/litigation/journal/openingstatements/04winter openingstatement
.pdf (explaining how "despite a fivefold increase in the number of civil filings and more
than a doubling of the criminal filings," the federal courts tried less cases in 2002 than in
1962).
135 See Marc Galanter, The Vanishing Trial: An Examination of Trials and Related
Matters in Federal and State Courts, 1 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 459, 509 (2004).
Galanter's article reported data from ten states from 1992 to 2002. Id. The results indicated
that anywhere from 5.6% to 8.7% of all filed cases in state courts resulted in a trial. Id.
'36 See, e.g., Refo, supra note 134, at 3; Austin Sarat, The Litigation Explosion, Access
to Justice, and Court Reform: Examining the Critical Assumptions, 37 RUTGERS L. REv.
319,319-20 (1985).
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C. Ability to Perform in Mediation
The empirical research' relating to minority outcomes in mediation
must be taken seriously. Further research is needed to understand what the
data means, especially in light of minority expression of high satisfaction
rates with mediation.1 8 It is possible that money is not the best indicator
of satisfaction for everyone, but should individuals be able to make that
determination for themselves even if it results in disparate treatment?
Further, is this a call for a change in the traditional court process or the
recognition of a need for a broader way to assess mediation? Currently,
culturally framed issues of relationships, respect, and morality have not
found a place in a trial setting.13 9 If those issues are important (perhaps
even more important than monetary compensation), mediation may in fact
be an appropriate alternative.140 One thing is clear: more data is needed to
respond to this critique.
V. EFFECTIVE RESPONSES FOR COURT-CONNECTED MEDIATION
PROGRAMS
While theory is important, the real question is what is happening on the
ground.141 The following is a list, by no means exhaustive, of ways that
programs can address the legitimate issues raised by critics of mediation.
137 There is a dearth of actual empirical research on this issue. See, e.g., Cohen &
Thompson, supra note 128, at 47-48; McDermott & Obar, supra note 133, at 77; LaFree &
Rack, supra note 1, at 775-76. It is important to keep in mind that Delgado and his co-
authors based their article on sociological and psychological studies, but none of the studies
were specific to mediation or even to ADR generally. See generally Delgado et al., supra
note 1, at 1359. Although policies can be amended, based on the anticipated broad
applicability of these studies, empirical data specific to mediation is needed.
138 See LaFree & Rack, supra note 1, at 774-75.
13 See id. at 768.
140 If one accepts the position that mediation has value by allowing parties to make
decisions that reflect their view of relationships, respect, and morality and not just money,
court-connected mediation must be judged based on more than just monetary outcomes and
settlement rates. This is a critical reminder for court-connected mediation programs.
141 Phyllis Bernard suggests, "[W]e must ask more than whether there should be
mediation. Instead we should ask how mediation should be conducted .... Today's debate
should concentrate on how to bring the attributes of fairness invested in the formalities of
the court room to the informal process of mediation-without converting mediation into a
mini-trial that lacks the protections of a genuine trial." Phyllis E. Bernard, Minorities,
Mediation and Method: The View from One Court-Connected Mediation Program, 35
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1, 36 (2008) [hereinafter Bernard, Minorities, Mediation and Method].
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A. Process
Perhaps the most important way that court-connected mediation can
respond to the critical race critique is to provide a forum where litigants are
free to express themselves in the most comfortable manner. Mediation is
uniquely suited to allow for emotion and nonlinear narrative, neither of
which a traditional litigation setting supports.142
This means that court-connected mediation programs must maintain a
synergistic approach 43 in the delivery of mediation services. In a
synergistic approach:
[M]ediation is not maintained as a separate physical
institution per se. The benefits of a court connection are
valued; yet the constraints of the court context are
acknowledged and respected. Every effort is made to
honor the historical vision and values underlying the
mediation process, by preserving party voice and choice as
much as possible within the context of the court system.1"
The other two approaches identified in the benchmarking study by Folger,
145 146Della Noce, and Antes, were assimilativel4 and autonomous.
Assimilative programs are marked by practices that imbue mediation with
the authority and formality of the courts, mapping the legal language onto
mediation and emphasizing case processing.'4 ' Autonomous programs
develop an identity separate from the court and are resistant to assimilation
of the values and norms of the judicial system.14 8 The problem with this
approach is that the focus on autonomy causes the program to lose some of
the legitimacy, which the court provides, and makes the program much
142 See Richard Delgado, Rodrigo's Eleventh Chronicle: Empathy and False Empathy,
84 CAL. L. REV. 61, 80-81 (1996).
143 In 2001, Joseph Folger, Dorothy Della Noce, and James Antes conducted a
benchmarking study in Florida "to document the practices that contribute to the successful
delivery of mediation service." JOSEPH P. FOLGER, DOROTHY J. DELLA NOCE & JAMES R.
ANTES, A BENCHMARKING STUDY OF FAMILY, CIVIL AND CITIZEN DISPUTE MEDIATION
PROGRAMS IN FLORIDA 3 (2001).
4 Id. at 105.
145 Id. at 102.
'Id. at 103.
1
47 Id. at 102-03.
148 id
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more vulnerable to cuts.149  The synergistic approach will allow the
program to capitalize on the procedural justice elements inherent in the
traditional court system while preserving mediation's ability to provide a
process where parties can speak for themselves about what is important to
them. To maintain this balance, mediation program administrators must
develop "a heightened awareness of how program goals are shaped and
reshaped with each practice decision."150 As a practical matter, this
translates into critically thinking through the implications of each decision
to adopt or amend a mediation rule or procedure.
B. Diversification ofMediator Pools
As the Metrocourt study pointed out, who the mediator is matters.' A
natural response is to diversify the pool of mediators. One likely result of
a more diverse mediator pool is that minority parties will feel more
empowered by seeing other minorities in positions of importance.'5 2 In
addition to having a direct impact on the parties, a more diverse mediator
pool will enable mediators to learn from each other and increase their
sensitivity to issues facing minorities. By working with mediators from
diverse backgrounds, all mediators will become more aware of and skilled
in addressing issues raised by minorities. 153 Finally, the greater the
diversity of the mediator pool, the more society will be able to study the
impact of diversity on outcomes in mediation. To create a diverse
mediator pool, program administrators need to examine their qualification
requirementsl514 and recruiting efforts. 55
149 To underscore the validity of this assertion, the autonomous program studied by
Folger and his co-authors in this report was cut by the court when a new chief judge and
trial court administrator assumed leadership. The rationale was that it was not an integral
court function and should be paid for through other resources.
"Old. at 112.
1s' HERMANN ET AL., METROCOURT PROJECT, supra note 37.
152 See Joshua D. Rosenberg, In Defense of Mediation, 33 ARIz. L. REv. 467, 479
(1991) ("[T]he woman of color is much more likely to gain increased self-esteem if she sees
other women of color, and not just white males, in positions of authority and importance.").
153 This depends of course on the mediators having opportunities to meet together.
Mediators with high-end cases tend to work independently, and thus, are less able to take
advantage of informal gatherings. However, a more diverse pool of mediators means that
there also are more diverse people attending conferences and making presentations.
154 Initially, to be certified as a circuit mediator in Florida, one had to be a Florida
lawyer with five years of Florida practice or a retired judge from any U.S. jurisdiction.
Press, At the Crossroads, supra note 27, at 48. In 1988, when this rule was adopted, there
(continued)
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C. Enhanced Mediator Training
Court-connected mediation programs have traditionally required
training as a prerequisite for work as a mediator.'5 6  The content of that
training, however, has varied.'5 7  Mediators can be taught behaviors to
protect against bias, prejudice, and coercion.' 58
Mediators must be trained not only in skills such as effective use of
interpreters but also understanding different worldviews. In addition,
given what research has shown about the importance litigants place on
were very few retired judges who were not Caucasian males. See id at 49-50. In 2007, the
Florida Supreme Court changed the certification requirements to a "point system," which
allows for multiple paths to achieve certification, thereby, removing the requirement that
had the unintended impact of creating a very non-diverse pool of mediators.
'5 If one relies on current mediators to recruit new mediators, a vicious circle is
created, whereby, the non-diverse mediator pool recruits their non-diverse friends. Program
administrators need to make an extra effort to encourage minority participation in training
programs.
156 See, e.g., MINN. G. R. PRAc. 114.05.
157 Compare Administrative Order, In re Mediation Training Standards & Procedures,
No. AOSCO0-9 (Fla. Sup. Ct. Apr. 1, 2000), http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/clerk/
adminorders/2000/scOO-9.pdf, with Administrative Order, In re Mediation Training
Standards & Procedures, No. AOSC10-51 (Fla. Sup. Ct. Sept. 17, 2010), http://www.florid
asupremecourt.org/clerk/adminorders/2010/AOSC10-51 .pdf.
1ss Phyllis Bernard, What Some Theorists Say; What Some Mediators Know, 15 DISP.
RESOL. MAG. 6, 6 (2009); see also Administrative Order, No. AOSC1O-51 (Fla. Sep. 17,
2010), http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/clerkladminorders/2010/AOSC10-51.pdf. The
order specifies that all basic mediation training programs, which are approved by the
Florida Supreme Court for individuals wishing to become certified as a mediator, must
include the following learning objectives:
(1) Recognize personal biases, prejudices and styles which are the
product of one's background and personal experiences which may
impact the mediation.
(2) Develop an awareness of and techniques for addressing cultural,
racial, ethnic, age, gender, religious, sexual orientation, socio-economic
and disability issues which may arise in mediation or affect the parties'
negotiation style, ability or willingness to engage in mediation.
(3) Develop an awareness that people differ in how they make
decision, how they process information and how they communicate.
Id. at 35.
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"being treated with respect and dignity,"l 59 mediators must confront their
own biases in training and learn how to be more self-reflective.16 0 Because
becoming more attuned to bias is an ongoing process, court programs
should include requirements for diversity training not only when seeking to
become qualified on a court roster but also as a continuing requirement.' 6'
For formal trainings, program administrators should pay attention not only
to the content of the training but also to who is conducting the training to
ensure that the person has the appropriate expertise to discuss these critical
issues. However, program administrators should not only think in terms of
formal training programs. Administrators should also encourage informal
training-the type of training that happens when people of diverse
backgrounds have the opportunity to talk together.
D. Mediation Referral Process
Courts should pay attention to how cases are referred to mediation.
Does the referral promote respect and dignity, or are litigants made to feel
that a referral to mediation is second-class justice? Do the litigants see a
judge, or are they simply sent to a mediator without explanation? It should
come as little surprise that the manner of referral will have an impact on
success of the mediation 6 2 and the satisfaction of the parties.16 3
159 E. Allan Lind et al., In the Eye of the Beholder: Tort Litigants' Evaluation of Their
Experiences in the Civil Justice System, 24 LAW & SOC'Y REV. 953, 981 (1990); see also
Welsh, Making Deals, supra note 108, at 792 ("[D]isputants want and need to feel that they
have been treated with dignity and respect.").
160 Leah Wing and Janet Rifkin go further by incorporating oppression theory and racial
identity development theory into their training. Leah Wing & Janet Rifkin, Racial Identity
Development and the Mediation of Conflicts, in NEW PERSPECTIVES ON RACIAL IDENTITY
DEVELOPMENT: A THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL ANTHOLOGY 182, 182-208 (Charmaine L.
Wijeyseinghe & Bailey W. Jackson III eds., 2001).
161 The Florida Supreme Court requires mediators who are certified to complete "a
minimum of one hour of diversity/cultural awareness education [during] each two year
renewal cycle." Administrative Order at 11, In re Procedures Governing Certification of
Mediators, No. AOSC08-23 (Fla. June 30, 2008), http://www.floridasupremecourt.org/
clerk/adminorders/2008/AOSCO8-23.pdf.
162 Bernard, Minorities, Mediation and Method, supra note 141, at 7 ("Public statements
by the judge that he or she respected the process and the mediator transferred to the
mediation session itself.").
163 See id. at 20-21. Bernard discusses judicial styles of referral with regards to
minority mediators and either white or mixed-race parties, stating that "the judge's role
cannot be understated, not only in terms of the mediation sessions day-to-day but also in
regard to perceptions of program success and value." Id. at 20 n.73.
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E. Access to Information
Program administrators must also pay close attention to accessibility of
information about mediation. Questions to consider are what information
is provided in advance of mediation,'" and how is the information shared?
Is it available on the internet or via mail? Is it in a language which is
accessible to all-a language sensitive not only to individuals for whom
English is not their language but also to people who may have trouble
reading and understanding a formal court document? Even if litigants have
full access to information about mediation, do they understand their legal
rights and responsibilities?1s The old adage, "information is power," is
applicable to this situation. Providing litigants with information about the
process, the procedures, and the expectations prior to mediation will help
to empower them.
F. Ethical Standards and Grievance Process
In addition to providing general requirements of impartiality for
mediators, some ethical standards include more specific standards to
address mediator behavior, which could impact minorities.167 For example,
the Model Standards adopted by the American Bar Association, the
American Arbitration Association, and the Association for Conflict
Resolution include the following provisions:
STANDARD IV. COMPETENCE
16 At a minimum, litigants should be informed about the right to withdraw from
mediation even in a court-ordered context.
16 Some have argued that the only way to ensure fairness in mediation is to provide
legal representation. See Michael Z. Green, Tackling Employment Discrimination with
ADR: Does Mediation Offer a Shield for the Haves or Real Opportunity for the Have-
Nots?, 26 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 321, 359 (2005). Green suggests that for
employment mediation to be fair, "it must ... encourage, expect and provide mechanisms
for employees to obtain legal representation . . . ." Id; see also Jeffrey W. Stempel, Beyond
Formalism and False Dichotomies: The Need for Institutionalizing a Flexible Concept of
the Mediator's Role, 24 FLA. ST. U. L. REv. 949 (1997) (advocating for the use of
evaluative mediation techniques in court-connected mediation).
166 See, e.g., MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS § 11 (2005); FLA. R.
CERTIFIED & CT. APP'TED MEDIATORS § 10.330; MINN. GEN. R. PRAC. 114 app. § I; MODEL
STANDARDS OF PRACTICE FOR FAM. & DIVORCE MEDIATION § IV (2001).
167 See, e.g., MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS (2005) (including
"cultural understandings" as a qualification for mediator competence).
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A. 1. Any person may be selected as a mediator,
provided that the parties are satisfied with the mediator's
competence and qualifications. Training, experience in
mediation, skills, cultural understandings and other
qualities are often necessary for mediator competence ....
STANDARD VI. QUALITY OF THE PROCESS
A. A mediator shall conduct a mediation in accordance
with these Standards and in a manner that promotes
diligence, timeliness, safety, presence of the appropriate
participants, party participation, procedural fairness,
party competency and mutual respect among all
participants.
C. If a mediator believes that participant
conduct .. . jeopardizes conducting a mediation consistent
with these Standards, a mediator shall take appropriate
steps including, if necessary, postponing, withdrawing
from or terminating the mediation.
STANDARD IX ADVANCEMENT OF MEDIATION
PRACTICE
A. A mediator promotes this standard by engaging in
some or all of all of the following:
1. Fostering diversity within the field of mediation.
2. Striving to make mediation accessible to those who
elect to use it... .6
The fact that there are ethical standards, which address issues of diversity,
is significant in responding to the critiques. While mediators may not
always measure up, there is a shared sense of expectation within the
168 Id. (emphasis added).
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mediation process. Even more importantly, some jurisdictions have
instituted a mechanism for enforcing those standards. 70
G. Active Monitoring and Data Collection17 '
Albert Einstein is credited with having said, "Not everything that
counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted counts."l 72
For courts, the former statement is certainly true. For example, most
would agree that satisfaction with the process is an important measure of
success-a measurement that counts. Yet, it is very difficult to measure.
The latter statement, however, turns out to be less true in practice. Even
though people may agree that something is not an important measurement,
if it is counted, it becomes important-it matters. Thus, if a court program
counts mediation settlements, settlement rate becomes an important
measure, regardless of it being an inappropriate measure of success of a
program. In the context of responding to the critiques, this maxim lends
support for court programs to collect data on minority experiences in
mediation, track the diversity of the mediator pool, and analyze mediator
grievance data. If the program collects this data and counts the
information, then it matters.
Each of the empirical studies"' conducted should be replicated in other
courts with other populations. In addition, new studies should be
formulated. The information gathered from these studies will be valuable
and will ensure that mediators, program administrators, and the public
continue to pay attention to the issues raised by the critics.
VI. CONCLUSION
My initial goal for this article was to assign a series of grades for
court-connected mediation and its response to minorities based on the
'69 Id. Among other goals, the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators "are intended
to ... inform potential and actual participants in mediation about what they should expect
in mediation." See id. at executive summary.
170 E.g., FLA. R. CERTIFIED & CT. APP'TED MEDIATORS §§ 10.700-10.880; MINN. GEN.
R. PRAC. 114 app.
171 At the symposium, I referred to this as "focus and interest in diversity and its impact
on mediation."
172 THE ULTIMATE QUOTABLE EINSTEIN 482 (Alice Calaprice ed., 2011) (classifying this
particular quote as attributed to Einstein, but Einstein probably did not say it).
173 See HERMANN ET AL., METROCOURT PROJECT, supra note 37; Hermann et al., An
Empirical Study, supra note 37, at 328-31; WARREN, infra note 186, at 2-3.
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categories described above. During the symposium, I did so.174 One of the
participants appropriately challenged my grading. It occurred to me that
given my personal commitment to issues relating to diversity during the
twenty years I served as the director of Florida's court-connected
mediation program, I had a skewed perspective on the advances for the
field. From where I sat, there had been great improvement; and thus, I was
fairly generous with my grades. However, if I were to be honest about
assessing what the current situation is without consideration of how much
better it might be, I would have to admit there still is a long way to go.
Further, court-connected mediation is not a monolith. Programs are in
varying stages of their development. Some have made great strides in
particular areas' 75 while lagging behind in other areas.' 76  Some court
programs have effectively addressed diversification of their mediator
pools 77 while others have not even begun to think about doing so.
78
Ultimately, given the above, I have decided that a letter grade actually is
not meaningful in terms of providing an accurate assessment; so instead, I
will provide a narrative assessment.
A. Diversification ofMediator Pools
There has been great improvement in diversification of mediator
rosters. 7 9 Mediation training programs often attract a diverse group of
people.180  Professional associations, like the Association for Conflict
Resolution, have clear and strong policies, which reflect a strong
174 The grades I assigned were: development of statutes, procedural rules, and case law
(B-); ethical standards and grievance processes (C+); training (B-); focus and interest in
diversity and its impact on mediation (B); increase diversity of the mediator pool (C+); and
increase access to information (C).
1s See discussion infra Parts VI.A-F.
.. See infra Part VI.C.
" See, e.g., Norma Jeanne Hill, Qualfication Requirements ofMediators, 1998 J. DiSP.
RESOL. 37, 50-51.
178 See, e.g., Dispute Resolution FAQs, THE SUPREME COURT OF OHo, http://www.supr
emecourt.ohio.gov/JCS/disputeResolution/FAQ/default.asp#five (last visited Mar. 22,
2011).
1' Hill, supra note 177, at 51 ("Maybe most significant, however, is that [mediation
programs in Suffolk County, Massachusetts, Wisconsin, and San Diego] were successful in
selecting a diverse pool of mediators, and [are] thus apparently free from any disparate
impact difficulties.").
's See id. at 39-41.
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commitment to diversity.18' However, because attorneys often select the
mediators, it is still a difficult profession to break into.182 Even though
there are many more minority mediators, few are getting much work.8 3
Assessment: a good start but a long way to go.
B. Enhanced Mediator Training
Probably the most progress has been made in this category. Basic
mediation training and continuing education programs generally include
diversity elements. 84  Court programs often encourage informal
dialogues. 85  A benefit of the positive strides in diversifying mediator
rosters is that mediators have the opportunity to interact with other
181 See BYLAWS: Ass'N FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTIONS §§ 3.3(h), 3.4 (2010), available at
http://www.acmet.org/uploadedFiles/AboutUs/ACR-Bylaws/ACR%20Bylaws%20as%20
amended%20through%20June%202008.pdf.
182 See Urska Velikonja, Making Peace and Making Money, 17 DisP. RESOL. MAG. 20,
23 (2011) ('[The fact that attorneys select mediators has been suggested as one of the
reasons why the profession is not more diverse: most financially successful mediators are
white males with legal training in their fifties or older.").
183 See, e.g., Commercial Bulletin, AM. ARBITRATION Ass'N (2007), http://www.adr.org
/sp.asp?id=37475 (last visited Mar. 22, 2011). The commercial roster expanded to include
six additional women and one minority arbitrator, and the selection of fifteen women and
persons of color as A. Leon Higginbotham Jr. Fellows. Id. The Fellows are provided a
weeklong arbitration and mediation training as well as additional mentoring and training
opportunities throughout the year. Id; see also National Task Force on Diversity in ADR,
INT'L INST. FOR CONFLICT PREV. & RESOL. (2010), http://www.cpradr.org/Committees/Indus
tryCommittees/NationalTaskForceonDiversityinADR.aspx (noting CPR has a National
Task Force on Diversity in ADR whose mission is to "devise practical strategies to increase
the participation of women and minorities in mediation, arbitration and other ADR
processes"). Despite these efforts, The Honorable Timothy K. Lewis stated in his keynote
presentation at the symposium that few minorities are selected by the parties to high-end
disputes.
' See, e.g., FLORIDA DISPUTE RESOLUTION CENTER, ADR RESOURCE HANDBOOK:
SELECTED FLORIDA ADR STATUTES & COURT RULES 204 (2011), available at http://www.
flcourts.org/gen jublic/adr/bin/ResourceHandbook2Ol1/201 1ADRResourceHandbook.pdf
("All certified mediators .. . must complete a minimum of. . . sixteen hours of CME, which
shall include ... a minimum of one hour of diversity/cultural awareness education .... "
(emphasis added)). See generally Isabelle R. Gunning, Diversity Issues in Mediation:
Controlling Negative Cultural Myths, 1995 J. DisP. RESOL. 55, 86-87 ("[M]ediators need to
be trained to think about power imbalances that result from negative cultural myths and
interpretive frameworks.").
8s See Hill, supra note 177, at 40.
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mediators who come from diverse backgrounds. As the United States
continues to get more diverse, it is increasingly important that progress
continue.
An example of an effort in this area is the study undertaken by the
Michigan Supreme Court, State Court Administrative Office, Office of
Dispute Resolution, which funded a project to collect information on
trainings at community mediation centers across the country.
Assessment: a strong positive start. If sustained, this is an area where
the state court programs with infrastructure have done well. The federal
courts and state courts without state offices of dispute resolution have fared
less well.
C. Access to Information
The New York State Unified Court System ADR Office recently
revamped its website to provide more "user-friendly," easier to understand
information. 187 This is an example of what all court-connected mediation
programs need to do. Again, more is needed. Not every program has an
easily understood and easily navigated website.'8 1 Information for people
who do not speak English is limited.189 And in terms of access to legal
186 NAOMI WARREN, THE DISPUTE RESOLUTION CENTER, AN ANALYSIS OF DIVERSITY
TRAININGS IN UNITED STATES COMMUNITY MEDIATION CENTERS (2009), available at http://
courts.michigan.gov/scao/dispute/Mediation%20Diversity/o2OTraining%20Study.pdf. The
focus of the analysis was on community mediation centers, but many of the lessons learned
are transferable to the court-connected context. Although the purpose of the study was to
learn about diversity and mediation training curricula, they discerned that formal education
may not be sufficient to appropriately serve diverse populations.
117 ADR, NY UNIFIED CT. Sys., http://www.nycourts.gov/ip/adr/index.shtml (last
updated Jan. 8, 2010).
188 See Licensing & Regulation, ARIZ. SUP. CT., http://azcourts.gov/licensingreg
ulation.aspx (last visited Mar. 22, 2011) (displaying a court website that "provides
professional regulation and licensing for judges, lawyers, confidential intermediaries, court
reporters, licensed fiduciaries, legal document preparers, private process servers, and
Defensive Driving Schools" but has no information on requirements for mediators); see
also OR. SUP. CT., http://courts.oregon.gov/Supreme/index.page (last visited Mar. 22, 2011)
(displaying a court website that offers no information on mediation); General Information,
DEL. STATE CTS., http://courts.delaware.gov/Generallnfo/index.stm (last visited Mar. 22,
2011) (displaying a court website that offers no information on the requirements for
mediators).
189 See sources cited supra note 188 (noting the court websites for Arizona, Oregon, and
Delaware are all English only).
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advice, underrepresented litigants are not likely to know their legal rights
and responsibilities.
Assessment: going in the right direction but a long way to go,
particularly in the area of access to legal advice and information.
D. Ethical Standards and Grievance Processes
With the adoption of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators in
2005 by the American Bar Association, the American Arbitration
Association, and the Association for Conflict Resolution, the field took a
major step in codifying ethical expectations and establishing a "standard of
care for mediators."" However, the standards are not self-enforcing. 9'
Some state court programs have adopted standards with grievance
processes but far from all.192
Assessment: a good start on development of standards of conduct but
absent a coherent enforcement mechanism, there is insufficient protection.
E. Active Monitoring and Data Collection
There has been an increased interest in diversity issues in mediation,
and this is slowly translating into research projects.193 Unfortunately, small
projects undertaken in individual court-connected mediation program
rarely get reported outside of the immediate jurisdiction.194 So in addition
190 MODEL STANDARDS OF CONDUCT FOR MEDIATORS note on construction (2005).
191 Id.
192 See Paula M. Young, Take It or Leave It. Lump It or Grieve It: Designing Mediator
Complaint Systems that Protect Mediators, Unhappy Parties, Attorneys, Courts, the
Process, and the Field, 21 OHIO S. J. ON DIsP. RESOL. 721, 726 (2006).
193 While researching for this presentation, I learned of two interesting studies. The first
was conducted by the Maryland Association of Community Mediation Centers on the effect
on mediation outcomes of a racial match between mediator(s) and mediation participants.
The initial results were published in Lorig Charkoudian and Ellen Kabcenell Wayne, Does
It Matter ifMy Mediator Looks Like Me? The Impact of Racially Matching Participants and
Mediators, 15 DisP. RESOL. MAG. 22, 22 (2009). The second study has just begun by the
New York Office of ADR and Court Improvement Programs with the assistance of a
professor Alison Morantz, Stanford University Law School. This study is designed to
explore the extent to which demographic characteristics of mediator and clients are related
to objective and subjective mediation outcomes.
194 See, e.g., Custody Mediation and Ethnic Diversity in California, JUDICIAL COUNCIL
OF CAL. (Oct. 2001), http://www.courtinfo.ca.gov/programs/cfcc/pdffiles/ethnic-div.pdf.
Only one law journal has reported this research update by the Judicial Council of
California. See Leonard Edwards, Comments on the Miller Commission Report: A
California Perspective, 27 PACE L. REv. 627, 643 n.48 (2007).
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to doing more in terms of assessments, the field also needs to do a better
job of communicating the results and replicating studies in different court
programs.
Assessment: progress but more questions than answers remain.
F. Process
I saved this one for last because I think it is the most difficult to
quantify. There certainly are more statutes, procedural rules, and case law.
To the extent that Delgado and others are correct that the more formal the
process, the better it is for minorities, then great progress has been made.
However, in terms of mediation, that does not feel like a satisfactory
response. More rules, procedures, and laws do not necessarily translate
into a better process. One must look carefully at each rule, procedure, and
law and assess its impact. One must be sure that the added formality does
not choke out the true promise of mediation.
Assessment: too soon to tell; more data needed.
One last point: I purposely did not term these as "final" assessments. I
view this as a mid-term report. There still is time for the grades to
improve, and I for one hope that we all pay careful attention to what is
needed to achieve an A when the final assessments are made.
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